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ALEKSON FAMILY
My Grandmother, or Baba as we called her, was born in Russia
and came to Canada in the 1930s. She later married a Ukrainian man,
and they started a dairy farm. They had two sons and one daughter.
However, their daughter was taken from them at a very young age due to cancer.
My dad later took over the farm, and the family farm is where we grew up and
worked. We, being myself and two brothers. My family is the hardest workers I know.
My Baba helped out on the farm well into her 70’s. Once she could not work in the barn,
she still grew a vast vegetable and flower garden to help sustain the family. She also
contributed in other ways; she cooked, baked, knit and crocheted for us. She also looked after
us when my parents tended to the fields during the summertime, in particular. Anderson
(2011) speaks to this, “It made her feel useful. And she was contributing. So whatever she was
getting from the family, she was giving back” (p. 134). I feel this is very much true in my family,
we all contributed and helped out where needed.
Baba lived on the same property as us until we sold our farm when I was 17. My dad promised my
Deda (Grandfather) that he would look after my Baba, and he did. My dad bought a house next
door to us for her to live in after the farm sold; she was close by and was always looked after. She
also continued to look after us. She continued the tradition of Sunday dinners until her final days.
For the last ten years or so of my Baba’s life, she was in pain daily due to crippling arthritis and
disease; she no longer wanted to go on. These thoughts and feelings were further exacerbated as
her friends had all passed away, and she was lonely. She was no longer able to speak Russian with
her friends, so she also lost a connection to her culture. She refused to teach us Russian as she
wanted our family assimilated to Canadian ways. She had us, but she yearned for more and a
better quality of life in her later years.

“Old age is the final act of life, as
of a drama,and we ought to leave
when the play grows wearisome,
especially if we have had our fill”
(Cicero, 44BC; cited in
Agronin, 2014, p. 30).

When I asked my Mom and dad their thoughts
on ageing, my Mom said, “I suppose it depends
on your own perspective and how healthy you
are as you are ageing.” She added, “I feel fine
with ageing as I don’t have many health issues
except for bad knees” (V. Alekson, Personal
Communication, October 23, 2020). My Dad, on the other hand, is having a more
challenging time with the ageing process. He has always been a hard-working
man, strong and able to work long hours with his hands. However, now his arthritis
is getting worse, and he no longer has the energy he used to (A. Alekson, Personal
Communication, October 23, 2020).
Due to unfortunate circumstances, my Dad will not be able to retire from manual labour
for years to come. A 71-year-old male from the Rozario and Derienzis (2009) study stated,
“Manual work is even harder to get because you’re aged, and people don’t say you’re too
old, (but) you’re over experienced’” (p. 548). This quote connection well with my Father’s
thoughts and feelings on the ageing process when working manual labour into his sixties.

"The process of identity (re)construction might be affected by the
presence of chronic conditions because identity is physically situated
and shaped by the capabilities, limitations and activities of the body"
(Clarke 2001; cited in Rozario & Derienzis, 2009, p. 541).

INDIGENOUS PERSPECTIVE

GEDDES FAMILY

Colleen, my partners Mother grew up in Teslin, in the Yukon Territories. She is from Tlingit First Nation and I value her
teachings. She has been in my life for seven years now and I felt compelled to include her wisdom. When I asked her
thoughts on ageing she replied, "I am much more accepting of who I am and not worried about how I present to
others, I am comfortable in my own skin" (C. Geddes, Personal Communication, October 29, 2020).
Colleen went on to say, "From a First Nations perspective Elders are respected in the community. The community looks
to Elders for guidance. Sometimes this is hard on Elders as they are relied on so much and it can become tiring" (C.
Geddes, Personal Communication, October 29, 2020). This connected with Anderson when speaking of older women in
Indigenous communities, "Their authority increased with age, but their leadership was also earned through action.
This leadership was recognized by the community" (2011, p. 159). Colleen has spent many years working as a helper to
those in the Yukon. She considers herself semi-retired now. In regards to retirement in Indigenous communities
Mosom Danny states, "Old age [is] a very productive life stage", Anderson contends, "This was no time for retirement"
(2011, p. 160). Although no longer in her full-time role, Colleen continues to do consulting work with First Nation
communities.

The central theme brought to light
from the Alekson family when discussing
ageing was age in relation to pain. I found
this theme was also emphasized in the study
conducted by Rozario and Derienzis in which
they asked older people with chronic conditions
what their thoughts are on ageing. They reported,
“Interestingly, those who identified as definitely
not old tended to focus on their lack of experience
of physical pain or aches with their not feeling
old. Those in the ambivalent category tended to include themes of overcoming their
physical limitations or their abilities to out-perform others who were perceived to be younger,
and therefore more able, then them” (2009, p. 550). Additionally, those that identified as being
old spoke to “the physical and social changes that they were currently experiencing, which
represent some disconnections between the past and the present” (p. 550).
My Baba was such an independent woman. I remember when she was 80 years old, she had to give
up her driver’s licence. This was such a challenging time for her. It was no longer safe for her to
drive, she knew that, but at the same time, she was giving up a piece of her freedom, a part
of autonomy. Baba hated that she had to ask for help and rely on others. “A related
dependency stereotype is the notion that people become old when they are no longer able to
exercise their autonomy and/or independence in their daily functioning” (p. 549). It was never
a burden for us to take her places; I enjoyed helping her into her later years. I took her
grocery shopping, to medical appointments and cleaned her house. I felt it was time that I stepped
up and helped her, as she put so much time and energy into helping raise and care for us.
“Relationships between grandparents and grandchildren are often characterized by
reciprocity, providing both parties with emotional and social benefits (Becker, Beyene,
Newsom, & Mayen, 2003; cited in Dolbin-MacNab & Yancura, 2018, p. 4). This was very much
true in the relationship I had with
my Baba. She played a large role
in my upbringing.

EUROCENTIC THEORY

MOM & DAD

"Old people have much to contribute in that they are the
teachers of history, tradition, language and philosophy"
(Anderson, 2011, p. 126).

AGEISM

Ageism is the concept of negative beliefs and attitudes towards
the ageing population that results in discrimination and can lead to
social exclusion. Which can contribute to a negative impact on Elders
quality of life and well-being (Corrigan, 2004; cited in Azuli, 2014). Nelson
adds, “ageism has become institutionalized, meaning that a society allows,
accepts, and even condones the stereotyping of older adults” (cited in Azuli,
2014, p. 4). Unfortunately, this even further impacts Elders as policies reflect
social constructions and attitudes; these negative attitudes and stigma start
showing up in healthcare and social services. There is evidence to suggest ageism
leads to poorer health outcomes for Elders and difference in medical treatment,
communication, and assessment (Robb, Chem & Haley, 2002; Acktoyd-Stolarz, 2008;
cited in Azuli, 2014). This is particularly concerning since it is estimated that 30% of our
population will be over the age of 65 by the year 2030 (Nuta, 2011, p. 116; cited in Z.
Jinnah, Personal Communication, October 2020).

What can we do as social workers?
Critical self-reflection is essential. Azuli states, “Encouraging self-awareness will
temper personal biases and improve ethical conduct” (2014, p. 11). We must advocate
for better education and awareness, especially within the healthcare field, to bring
attention to the importance of ageing with dignity (2014). It is imperative that we
help change the narrative. Clarke and Griffin (2008) point out, “women’s
experiences of ageing and ageism are deeply rooted in their appearances and in
the ageist, sexist perceptions of older women’s bodies” (cited in Azulai, 2014, p. 6). I
believe that the Eurocentric perspective on women and ageing could learn a
thing or to from Indigenous communities and perspectives on ageing with
dignity and respect.

